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There are many excellent textbooks about the art of petroleum reservoir modeling or reservoir
simulation. This is more of a technical narrative than a textbook. It's about pitfalls commonly
encountered by subsurface modeling teams and how to avoid them. The book was written with
graduate students in mind who are pursuing a degree in petroleum engineering or earth science.
Much of the material is new and can not be found elsewhere. The author is well aware that
practicing an art is a creative endeavor that is filled with interpretation, not fact. Opinion is
infused throughout the narrative. But at least the author's opinions on what went wrong in a
myriad of projects are based on long personal experience. In every one of the example projects,
the author was present on-site as a team member throughout the modeling effort. The example
projects are major, 8 in number and located in North America, the Norwegian North Sea,
Russia, the United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom. My career was 50 years in oil as a
reservoir engineer, from 1966 to 2016. It covered the gamut from roughneck, to operations, to
research and finally to international consulting. The first 10 years were with Shell Oil and Shell
Development Companies, most of the next 10 years were with Todd, Dietrich & Chase, Inc. and
the last 30 years were worked as The Dietrich Corporation. I knew reservoir modeling was for me
after building the first major reservoir model for Shell Oil Company in 1970. The attraction was
not surprising. My academic credentials in geology and engineering science were a perfect fit
with the emerging technology of reservoir simulation. The overall chronology just described was
recently told in a memoir titled Too Much by Half — The Coming Cut in Proved Oil Reserves
(Dietrich 2019), published by Ebook Tops. That book tells my view of how reserves have
become systematically inflated, aside from any influence of rising oil prices. It's actually part way
between memoir and non-fiction — too much of one to be properly the other. Dubbed narrative
non-fiction, that tome was written for non-technical readers who are generally interested in the
"peak oil" debate, an international consulting career, or simply expat living. This book is a
sequel. Its content is highly technical in nature. Its genre is somewhere between a textbook and
narrative non-fiction — again, too much of one to be properly the other. It shares modeling
experience of the author gained while working as The Dietrich Corporation, embedded in
modeling teams of clients in 16 countries over a period of two decades. At the heart of both
narratives is the struggle between reservoir engineers and geologists for control of the reservoir
modeling process. That power play has now reached an end. Rules of the modeling game have
quietly been changed by its new masters — earth scientists. During the prior reign of
engineering, oil trapped in poor quality rock was excluded from reserves. That oil was known to
be present, but it was cut-out of the models because it could not be made to flow. It was not
considered to be a portion of proven reserves. That was the status for decades. Under the new
dominion of earth science, oil stored in poor quality rock is entered into the reservoir models and
made available by combining it with the better quality rock. I call this process Moonbeam
Modeling. It's like making high risk junk bonds valuable to investors by combining them with



bonds rated AAA to A and marketing the lot as bonds rated BBB to B — still good enough to
attract capital. The difficult to move junk bonds and inaccessible oil can both be made to "flow"
by fictitiously upgrading them.
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teams and how to avoid them. The book was written with graduate students in mind who are
pursuing a degree in petroleum engineering or earth science. Much of the material is new and
can not be found elsewhere. The author is well aware that practicing an art is a creative
endeavor that is filled with interpretation, not fact. Opinion is infused throughout the narrative.But
at least the author’s opinions on what went wrong in a myriad of projects are based on long
personal experience. In every one of the example projects, the author was present on-site as a
team member throughout the modeling effort. The example projects are major, 8 in number and
located in North America, the Norwegian North Sea, Russia, the United Arab Emirates and the
United Kingdom.1-2 The backstoryMy career was 50 years in oil as a reservoir engineer, from
1966 to 2016. It covered the gamut from roughneck, to operations, to research and finally to
international consulting. The first 10 years were with Shell Oil and Shell Development
Companies, most of the next 10 years were with Todd, Dietrich & Chase, Inc. and the last 30
years were worked as The Dietrich Corporation. I knew reservoir modeling was for me after
building the first major reservoir model for Shell Oil Company in 1970. The attraction was not
surprising. My academic credentials in geology and engineering science were a perfect fit with
the emerging technology of reservoir simulation.The overall chronology just described was
recently told in a memoir titled Too Much by Half — The Coming Cut in Proved Oil Reserves
(Dietrich 2019), published by Ebook Tops. That book tells my view of how reserves have
become systematically inflated, aside from any influence of rising oil prices. It’s actually part way
between memoir and non-fiction — too much of one to be properly the other. Dubbed narrative
non-fiction, that tome was written for non-technical readers who are generally interested in the
“peak oil” debate, an international consulting career, or simply expat living.This book is a sequel.
Its content is highly technical in nature. Its genre is somewhere between a textbook and narrative
non-fiction — again, too much of one to be properly the other. It shares modeling experience of
the author gained while working as The Dietrich Corporation, embedded in modeling teams of
clients in 16 countries over a period of two decades.At the heart of both narratives is the struggle
between reservoir engineers and geologists for control of the reservoir modeling process. That
power play has now reached an end. Rules of the modeling game have quietly been changed by
its new masters — earth scientists. During the prior reign of engineering, oil trapped in poor
quality rock was excluded from reserves. That oil was known to be present, but it was cut-out of
the models because it could not be made to flow. It was not considered to be a portion of proven
reserves. That was the status for decades. Under the new dominion of earth science, oil stored
in poor quality rock is entered into the reservoir models and made available by combining it with
the better quality rock. I call this process Moonbeam Modeling. It’s like making high risk junk
bonds valuable to investors by combining them with bonds rated AAA to A and marketing the lot
as bonds rated BBB to B — still good enough to attract capital. The difficult to move junk bonds
and inaccessible oil can both be made to “flow” by fictitiously upgrading them.1-3 Reservoir
modelingModeling was more than my vocation for more than 40 years. It was a passion, allowing
me to combine the disciplines of both science and engineering in a myriad of projects. And from



the beginning, I was aware of an aphorism that would later be articulated by Box (1976): “All
models are wrong, but some models are useful,” and his corollary, “Since all models are wrong
the scientist cannot obtain a ‘correct’ one by excessive elaboration.” Prior to the introduction of
geostatistics for distributing rock properties in reservoir models in about 1995 (Chapter 3), I had
been using a classical statistical approach for the same purpose (Dietrich and Rester 2000).
That technique was computerized and it was fast and free of software royalty payments. It was
simple and free of elaboration. Most importantly, the program input and output were clearly
understandable (Appendixes A and B). Its application allowed a replay of observed reservoir
performance wherever it was applied — and in many projects (including those shared herein)
improved results were obtained as compared to those achievable by others using
geostatistics.Chapter 2Nonconforming ProjectsIndependent Project Analysis, Inc. (IPA) is a
capital projects industry consultancy, 30 years of age, with offices in six countries and
headquartered in Virginia, USA. This company has built a global database consisting of 145 oil
and gas projects for which access to planned production volumes and 12 to 60-months of actual
production data are available. It was stunning to read their summary comments (Nandurdikar
2014), including: “The performance of the E&P industry in delivering planned production is the
worst of all industrial sectors that IPA tracks, and getting worse every year.” This eye-opener was
a primary motivator for writing this book.2-1 Production attainmentUntil recently, the author was
unable to bear out the claim that so-called Moonbeam Modeling is a problem. Now, tracking by
IPA of a recently introduced metric supports the allegation. The metric is called production
attainment (PA), defined as the ratio of actual production to the production promised at project
sanction, an assurance often based on reservoir simulation. PA was reported for two periods
after project startup: during months 7 to 12 and during years 2 to 5. These early production data
can be considered as P90 proved, developed, producing (PDP) reserves. Researchers who
introduced this term and published the polling results of their independent project analyses
(Nandurdikar and Wallace 2011) disclose that: industry’s ability to deliver planned production
has degraded; projects starting in 1995 were delivering on average a PA of 94%; and projects
starting in 2010 were delivering on average a PA of only 75%. In spite of improvements in
software and evaluation techniques during a 15-year period, PA decreased by nearly 20 PA%!
Modeling teams’ responses to questionnaires seeking technical reasons for this decline provide
several key answers. In summary, the problem is over-optimism of reservoir description —
reservoir pore-space connectivity and recovery factor are often found to be actually lower and
permeability variance higher than assumed and dynamically modeled.There is a big difference
between historical experience and industry expectations for production attainment (Fig. 2-1).
Only 25% of projects deliver or exceed the plan. Even more startling is that production
attainment does not improve in out years, a finding that contradicts claims by many that
performance improves after early time.2-2 Root causes of deficiencyProjects with only facilities
issues eventually reach 88% of planned production, whereas those with only well construction
problems eventually reach 75% of planned production. Projects plagued by reservoir-only



issues eventually reach a PA of only 53%. In other words, problems related to facilities or well
construction tend to get solved, whereas those related to the reservoir linger — it’s difficult to get
rid of them. Root cause quotes from project teams are listed in Table 2-1 — they record what
went wrong from the reservoir side of poorly performing projects.2-3 Value erosionIPA’s numbers
reveal that fewer than  of the projects conducted a lessons-learned review related to production
attainment. Due to higher than forecast oil prices, even projects with poor PA made lots of
money, anesthetizing the pain and masking the effects of poor performance. The E&P industry is
not realizing that PA is a problem. They’re leaving a lot of money on the table — on average, 35%
of the planned value is reportedly lost.2-4 Recurring need for more wellsThe U.K. Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) published results of a questionnaire it sent out to North Sea operating
oil companies in 1998 regarding methods used to estimate production profiles and ultimate oil
recovery (Thomas 1998). Responses were surprising, with many fields exhibiting changes in
estimated ultimate recovery of more than 50% over a 10-year period. The changes were both
upward and downward for 86 oil and gas fields in the pool of companies surveyed. Expansions
of platform facilities required to handle the changes were massively expensive.About 80% more
wells on average were needed to develop more oil-in-place than expected in the better fields of
the North Sea, whereas 63% more wells were needed on average to recover fewer reserves in
the poorer fields. There seems to be a recurring need for more wells than anticipated at the time
of project sanction in all areas of the globe, for reasons offered in Chapters 8 and 9.2-5 Need for
more water handling capacityWater handling capacity had to be increased by 150% on average
for the poorer North Sea fields, notwithstanding drops in oil production, and nearly 400% on
average for the better fields. For example, permeability contrast in the Lower Brent Sandstone
reservoirs, in particular, led to faster water-cut growth than anticipated at the time of project
sanction. North Sea operators learned over time that a key to increasing oil recovery is to
circulate as much water as possible through the reservoirs, a realization that required many-fold
increases in the capacities of the water injection systems. Apparently, there is a chronic need for
expanding the water handling capacity designed at the time of project sanction in all areas of the
globe (Chapter 10).Root CauseQuotation1“Reservoir More Compartmentalized Than
Expected”2“Assumed Continuous Sand Sheet Model; Turns Out Not To Be The Case”3“Major
Reduction In Plateau Rate Due To Lower Than Assumed Recovery Factor”4“Static Model Was
Very Optimistic.” Model Predicted P50 Permeability of 5 MD While Actual Was 1 MD, Less Than
P10”

Chapter 1Introduction1-1 Purpose and scopeThere are many good textbooks about the art of
reservoir modeling or reservoir simulation. This is more of a technical narrative than a textbook.
It’s about pitfalls commonly encountered by subsurface modeling teams and how to avoid them.
The book was written with graduate students in mind who are pursuing a degree in petroleum
engineering or earth science. Much of the material is new and can not be found elsewhere. The
author is well aware that practicing an art is a creative endeavor that is filled with interpretation,



not fact. Opinion is infused throughout the narrative.But at least the author’s opinions on what
went wrong in a myriad of projects are based on long personal experience. In every one of the
example projects, the author was present on-site as a team member throughout the modeling
effort. The example projects are major, 8 in number and located in North America, the
Norwegian North Sea, Russia, the United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom.1-2 The
backstoryMy career was 50 years in oil as a reservoir engineer, from 1966 to 2016. It covered
the gamut from roughneck, to operations, to research and finally to international consulting. The
first 10 years were with Shell Oil and Shell Development Companies, most of the next 10 years
were with Todd, Dietrich & Chase, Inc. and the last 30 years were worked as The Dietrich
Corporation. I knew reservoir modeling was for me after building the first major reservoir model
for Shell Oil Company in 1970. The attraction was not surprising. My academic credentials in
geology and engineering science were a perfect fit with the emerging technology of reservoir
simulation.The overall chronology just described was recently told in a memoir titled Too Much
by Half — The Coming Cut in Proved Oil Reserves (Dietrich 2019), published by Ebook Tops.
That book tells my view of how reserves have become systematically inflated, aside from any
influence of rising oil prices. It’s actually part way between memoir and non-fiction — too much
of one to be properly the other. Dubbed narrative non-fiction, that tome was written for non-
technical readers who are generally interested in the “peak oil” debate, an international
consulting career, or simply expat living.This book is a sequel. Its content is highly technical in
nature. Its genre is somewhere between a textbook and narrative non-fiction — again, too much
of one to be properly the other. It shares modeling experience of the author gained while working
as The Dietrich Corporation, embedded in modeling teams of clients in 16 countries over a
period of two decades.At the heart of both narratives is the struggle between reservoir engineers
and geologists for control of the reservoir modeling process. That power play has now reached
an end. Rules of the modeling game have quietly been changed by its new masters — earth
scientists. During the prior reign of engineering, oil trapped in poor quality rock was excluded
from reserves. That oil was known to be present, but it was cut-out of the models because it
could not be made to flow. It was not considered to be a portion of proven reserves. That was the
status for decades. Under the new dominion of earth science, oil stored in poor quality rock is
entered into the reservoir models and made available by combining it with the better quality rock.
I call this process Moonbeam Modeling. It’s like making high risk junk bonds valuable to
investors by combining them with bonds rated AAA to A and marketing the lot as bonds rated
BBB to B — still good enough to attract capital. The difficult to move junk bonds and
inaccessible oil can both be made to “flow” by fictitiously upgrading them.1-3 Reservoir
modelingModeling was more than my vocation for more than 40 years. It was a passion, allowing
me to combine the disciplines of both science and engineering in a myriad of projects. And from
the beginning, I was aware of an aphorism that would later be articulated by Box (1976): “All
models are wrong, but some models are useful,” and his corollary, “Since all models are wrong
the scientist cannot obtain a ‘correct’ one by excessive elaboration.” Prior to the introduction of



geostatistics for distributing rock properties in reservoir models in about 1995 (Chapter 3), I had
been using a classical statistical approach for the same purpose (Dietrich and Rester 2000).
That technique was computerized and it was fast and free of software royalty payments. It was
simple and free of elaboration. Most importantly, the program input and output were clearly
understandable (Appendixes A and B). Its application allowed a replay of observed reservoir
performance wherever it was applied — and in many projects (including those shared herein)
improved results were obtained as compared to those achievable by others using
geostatistics.Chapter 2Nonconforming ProjectsIndependent Project Analysis, Inc. (IPA) is a
capital projects industry consultancy, 30 years of age, with offices in six countries and
headquartered in Virginia, USA. This company has built a global database consisting of 145 oil
and gas projects for which access to planned production volumes and 12 to 60-months of actual
production data are available. It was stunning to read their summary comments (Nandurdikar
2014), including: “The performance of the E&P industry in delivering planned production is the
worst of all industrial sectors that IPA tracks, and getting worse every year.” This eye-opener was
a primary motivator for writing this book.2-1 Production attainmentUntil recently, the author was
unable to bear out the claim that so-called Moonbeam Modeling is a problem. Now, tracking by
IPA of a recently introduced metric supports the allegation. The metric is called production
attainment (PA), defined as the ratio of actual production to the production promised at project
sanction, an assurance often based on reservoir simulation. PA was reported for two periods
after project startup: during months 7 to 12 and during years 2 to 5. These early production data
can be considered as P90 proved, developed, producing (PDP) reserves. Researchers who
introduced this term and published the polling results of their independent project analyses
(Nandurdikar and Wallace 2011) disclose that: industry’s ability to deliver planned production
has degraded; projects starting in 1995 were delivering on average a PA of 94%; and projects
starting in 2010 were delivering on average a PA of only 75%. In spite of improvements in
software and evaluation techniques during a 15-year period, PA decreased by nearly 20 PA%!
Modeling teams’ responses to questionnaires seeking technical reasons for this decline provide
several key answers. In summary, the problem is over-optimism of reservoir description —
reservoir pore-space connectivity and recovery factor are often found to be actually lower and
permeability variance higher than assumed and dynamically modeled.There is a big difference
between historical experience and industry expectations for production attainment (Fig. 2-1).
Only 25% of projects deliver or exceed the plan. Even more startling is that production
attainment does not improve in out years, a finding that contradicts claims by many that
performance improves after early time.2-2 Root causes of deficiencyProjects with only facilities
issues eventually reach 88% of planned production, whereas those with only well construction
problems eventually reach 75% of planned production. Projects plagued by reservoir-only
issues eventually reach a PA of only 53%. In other words, problems related to facilities or well
construction tend to get solved, whereas those related to the reservoir linger — it’s difficult to get
rid of them. Root cause quotes from project teams are listed in Table 2-1 — they record what



went wrong from the reservoir side of poorly performing projects.2-3 Value erosionIPA’s numbers
reveal that fewer than  of the projects conducted a lessons-learned review related to production
attainment. Due to higher than forecast oil prices, even projects with poor PA made lots of
money, anesthetizing the pain and masking the effects of poor performance. The E&P industry is
not realizing that PA is a problem. They’re leaving a lot of money on the table — on average, 35%
of the planned value is reportedly lost.2-4 Recurring need for more wellsThe U.K. Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) published results of a questionnaire it sent out to North Sea operating
oil companies in 1998 regarding methods used to estimate production profiles and ultimate oil
recovery (Thomas 1998). Responses were surprising, with many fields exhibiting changes in
estimated ultimate recovery of more than 50% over a 10-year period. The changes were both
upward and downward for 86 oil and gas fields in the pool of companies surveyed. Expansions
of platform facilities required to handle the changes were massively expensive.About 80% more
wells on average were needed to develop more oil-in-place than expected in the better fields of
the North Sea, whereas 63% more wells were needed on average to recover fewer reserves in
the poorer fields. There seems to be a recurring need for more wells than anticipated at the time
of project sanction in all areas of the globe, for reasons offered in Chapters 8 and 9.2-5 Need for
more water handling capacityWater handling capacity had to be increased by 150% on average
for the poorer North Sea fields, notwithstanding drops in oil production, and nearly 400% on
average for the better fields. For example, permeability contrast in the Lower Brent Sandstone
reservoirs, in particular, led to faster water-cut growth than anticipated at the time of project
sanction. North Sea operators learned over time that a key to increasing oil recovery is to
circulate as much water as possible through the reservoirs, a realization that required many-fold
increases in the capacities of the water injection systems. Apparently, there is a chronic need for
expanding the water handling capacity designed at the time of project sanction in all areas of the
globe (Chapter 10).Root CauseQuotation1“Reservoir More Compartmentalized Than
Expected”2“Assumed Continuous Sand Sheet Model; Turns Out Not To Be The Case”3“Major
Reduction In Plateau Rate Due To Lower Than Assumed Recovery Factor”4“Static Model Was
Very Optimistic.” Model Predicted P50 Permeability of 5 MD While Actual Was 1 MD, Less Than
P10”Table 2-1 - Root causes for deficient production attainment — industry survey — quotes
from project team members looking back (Nandurdikar and Wallace 2011)Fig. 2-1 - Industry
production attainment — historical experience does not match expectations(modified from
Nandurdikar and Wallace 2011).Chapter 3Property Cutoffs and N/G Ratio3-1 A polarizing
topicThe subject of N/G ratio divides many, most often earth scientists and engineers.
Discussion of it is likened to debate of politics or religion. When the debate is narrowed to the
importance of representing pore-space connectivity and its effect on dynamic fluid flow, the
need for using cutoffs and Nres / G ratio arrays seemingly becomes indisputable, where an array
is the group of numbers that fill all of the grid blocks or cells of a reservoir model. Simply put, an
obsession with using Nres / G ratio arrays stems from their need for modeling variations in pore-
space connectivity that fix projections of volumetric sweep efficiency and ultimate oil recovery.



It’s all about the dynamics! The earth scientist is focused on the total (or ultimate) resource in-
place. It’s all about the statics for him! The point is that value is assigned to recoverable
reserves, not to total in-place volumes.Refusal of a client to use cutoffs and Nres / G ratio arrays
prompted me to leave projects early, each time per a contract clause that allowed either party to
terminate without penalty given at least 30-days notice. That happened four times. The first early
exit led to a short break, occurring at the beginning of a project for a German oil company in
1996. Powerful earth modeling computer codes were just becoming commercially available at
that time, allowing a shift in control of reservoir model building from the reservoir engineering to
the earth science disciplines (Dietrich 2019). A product called IRAP-RMS™ was the first on the
market, developed by the Norwegian group Smedvig Technologies AS and appearing in 1995. It
had been licensed by the earth science group at the client company, who upon my arrival said,
“Surprise! This project marks a new dawn. You will be reporting to a young geologist who has
just completed an introductory IRAP-RMS™ training course.” Bleary-eyed, heavy with jet-lag
and learning that the Director of Engineering was on vacation and unable to ensure my normal
protected status, I quickly returned to California, cooling my heels while a power struggle played
out in the client company. A week later I returned to Germany upon learning that once again I
would be serving as the principal model architect, reporting to the Director of Engineering. That
was my last major modeling project controlled by an engineer. The year was 1996. It was indeed
a new dawn! Reservoir modeling had become the dominion of earth science.The second, third
and fourth walk-outs occurred while later working for clients in Thailand, Russia and Denmark. In
each case, at least a year had passed before moving on. When not leading to an early exit,
saying no to the use of cutoffs and Nres / G arrays often led to acrimony, as happened earlier in
Denmark and then in the United Kingdom and the United Arab Emirates.It was surprising that an
individual company did not have a consistent view on this important subject. How strange, given
that reservoir modeling is the workhorse of field development planning and production
forecasting! The German office of a major oil company had embraced my use of cutoffs and
Nres / G arrays on their gas reservoirs, whereas their Chief Geologist in the United Arab
Emirates had refused their use on a major asset there. And then the head office of a United
Kingdom oil company agreed to use cutoffs and Nres / G arrays on a major asset only after
lengthy debate and my provision of written confirmation that a highly competent consulting
group had been (and was still) using them on their North American major asset. Why the
inconsistency? The answer may relate to the oddly different messages seemingly endorsed by
the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists (AAPG), an earth scientist’s professional organization of choice.3-2 An apparent
inconsistencyThe SPE tacitly supports an approach to model building that eliminates
hydrocarbons initially in-place in rock of low permeability, where little or no flow is expected to
occur. This implied backing derives mainly from refereeing and publishing the work of
Worthington and Cosentino (2005), and Worthington (2008 and 2010). In fact, the Society of
Petroleum Engineers (2011) publishes PRMS (Petroleum Resources Management System)



guidelines that explicitly call for the use of cutoffs:Typically, information on regional and local
geology are (is) used to construct net-to-gross (NTG) maps (obtained from the nearby analogue
reservoirs after applying parameter cutoffs to exclude portions of the reservoir that do not meet
the minimum criteria to support production), and integrated with gross reservoir volume to yield
net pay maps,and Board Members of the AAPG explicitly sanction the PRMS guidelines. This
endorsement notwithstanding, a different slant is promoted by on-line websites of earth
scientists — one in which models are built using estimates of total hydrocarbons in-place. The
AAPG WIKI (2016) states that OOIP and GIIP, “refer to the total volume of hydrocarbon stored in
a reservoir prior to production.” The E&P Geology (2014) website is a “free on-line community
that aims to bring petroleum professionals and geologists together and share valuable
knowledge.” The following is a quotation from their website:N/G cutoffs seem to come from an
era when hydrocarbon accumulations were mainly calculated through map-based techniques
either on paper or on simple workstations. With 3D reservoir modeling, the need for making a
specific N/G property to cut out bad porosity and low HC saturation seems a little unnecessary.
The low porosity and low HC- saturation cells simply add little extra hydrocarbon volume.These
websites have had tens of thousands of ‘hits’. It’s not helpful that confusion is introduced in this
manner. It’s an important topic — an overly optimistic view of recovery factor results when
reservoir models for dynamic simulation are built using the total hydrocarbon methodology.
When this occurs, estimates of ultimate recovery factor will seldom be achievable due to an
inability to produce noncontributing hydrocarbon volumes stored in non-reservoir rock. The
difference between what’s called Net Reservoir and Net Rock is at the heart of the matter (Fig.
3-1).Net reservoir volumeThe term Net Reservoir Volume has been used by reservoir and
petroleum engineers for decades. Its use in reservoir modeling allows recovery efficiency to be
evaluated meaningfully by dividing producible hydrocarbons by an initial volume of
hydrocarbons held in rock that is capable of both storing and flowing reservoir fluids.Net rock
volumeA different approach to model building began during the dominion of earth science,
starting in the mid-1990s and replacing the routine, earlier use of Net Reservoir Volume. The
term Net Rock Volume was introduced to describe the proportion of the Gross Rock Volume
(GRV) that is capable of storing hydrocarbons, without regard to the potential for fluid flow. Net
Rock Volume includes all hydrocarbon-stained rock. It holds the highest estimate of
hydrocarbons in-place, one that stores a portion of the total volume (Ringrose 2008) that will
neither move nor support reservoir pressure, regardless of the applied recovery process. Net
Rock Volume is also referred to as Net Sand or Ultimate Resource.3-3 Oh those cutoffsThe γ-
ray, density, porosity or Vsh log response is most often correlated to permeability by rock or
facies type and used to exclude rock from the reservoir model that is not expected to flow fluids.
When using porosity cutoffs in modeling projects (Table 3-1), they are estimates that apply to the
Net Reservoir Volume. The porosity term is called POR(n). It’s always measured in the laboratory
or from log response and directly linkable to measured permeability.When a Nres / G ratio array
is omitted in either the static or dynamic model, a porosity number is calculated which is applied



to the gross cell bulk volume to calculate the Net Rock Volume. This porosity is termed POR(g).
When the Nres / G ratio is less than unity, a cell gross porosity value will always be less than the
average porosity calculated for the measured net reservoir intervals in the cell, POR(n). POR(g)
is a fictitiously low, non-physical number that is calculated, not measured.3-4 Property linkageIt’s
necessary to work with POR(n) because this is a quantity that is measured. It is a physical
quantity that’s used to derive other important parameters that are called internally by the
dynamic flow simulator during the simulation process. There are many important parameters
that depend on POR(n), including permeability, thermal diffusivity and rock type.Permeability is
routinely distributed in a reservoir model by linking it to POR(n). For example, the expression,
(3-1)has been used for modeling diatomite, where POR(n) and the power exponent, γ, have
been measured in the laboratory as a function of stress and temperature for different diatomite
rock types (Dietrich and Scott 2007). Although this equation could be reformulated in terms of
POR(g) for different rock types, it would be tedious to do so and confusing to link permeability to
a non-physical quantity.Thermal diffusivity “D” is a key parameter in the modeling of thermal oil
recovery processes,(3-2)where Λ is rock thermal conductivity and ρS is the dry rock heat
capacity per unit volume. In the case of a fluid saturated rock (for a simple system in which the
porosity of the non-reservoir rock is negligible), the heat capacity per unit volume is given by,
(3-3)where ρr is rock grain density, and the subscripts o, w, and r refer to oil, water and rock
matrix, respectively. The heat capacity of the rock matrix (the third term in this equation)
accounts for about 75 percent of the total. Thus, when POR(g) is used rather than POR(n), the
simulator will model more matrix in a grid cell than is physically present. In this case, the model
will overstate the amount of heat necessary to raise the temperature of the oil in the formation to
a given level.As a third example of the reasons for working with POR(n), modelers frequently use
porosity classes to establish the distribution of rock types fi within a reservoir model. A rock type
f may be defined simply as rock having a POR(n) falling in the interval POR(n) (1) < POR(n) <
POR(n) (2). When modeling thermally-induced reservoir compaction in sand / shale sequences
(Dietrich and Norman 2003) and in diatomite (Dietrich and Scott 2007), a strain function ε is
used that is a function of rock type(3-4)and permeability “k” may also be formulated as a function
of rock type,(3-5)Many other variables, including compaction coefficients, thermal conductivity
and saturation-dependent functions such as relative permeability and capillary pressure are
distributed in a reservoir model by rock type. These parameters are measured in the laboratory
and tied to measured values of POR(n), not POR(g). When this functionality is hidden within
powerful preprocessing computer code, the task of building an internally consistent reservoir
model becomes difficult, if not hopeless.3-5 The cumulative distribution functionIt was 1995 just
prior to the introduction of IRAP-RMS™ when I began using a computer program (Appendixes A
and B) to randomly distribute rock properties in reservoirs where diagenetic processes have
formed secondary porosity (Dietrich and Rester 2000). The assumption that the distribution of
properties is, for all practical purposes, spatially unpredictable in such reservoirs seemed to be a
good one. The program was first applied to fractured granite reservoirs at Zeit Bay in Egypt and



then to the carbonate reservoir at Yurubcheno-Tokhomskoye in Eastern Siberia. Later it was
applied in every major project where I controlled the modeling process, or where I was allowed
to demonstrate application of the program to the client.At the heart of the program are
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for Nres / G reservoir ratio and POR(n) that a user
prepares from core and log analysis data. It’s said that a CDF uniquely defines all of the
probabilistic properties of a random variable (Jensen et al. 1997). Given a random variable X,
the cumulative distribution function F(x) is defined as,(3-6)or in words F(x) is the probability of
finding a value of a random variable X that is less than or equal to x. The process of randomly
distributing petrophysical properties is essentially a process of conditional simulation with a
range of zero, which is a specific class of stochastic modeling. The Schlumberger Petrel™
software package is one that allows for this option. The first step in the procedure is to convert
the CDFs to general distribution functions (GDFs), a simple task. A CDF such as that shown in
Fig. 3-2 converts to the GDF shown in Fig. 3-3. The random property modeling procedure using
Petrel™ is given in Fig. 3-4.3-6 A percolation epiphanyWhile I was working for Chevron Offshore
(Thailand), researchers at Imperial College London published a paper that used percolation
theory to study the relationship between Nres / G ratio and reservoir connectivity (King 1990 and
Nurafza et al. 2006). I was not familiar with percolation theory, a topic that sounded like a course
elective for a PhD candidate in agricultural engineering. I became curious and read the
publication with interest. It all seemed logical — higher Nres / G ratio leads to better pore-space
connectivity and higher oil recovery (or fluid injectivity).My contract position at Chevron was
Project Manager for PWRI (produced water reinjection). Upon my arrival, they were testing
hydraulic fracturing of aquifers in the Gulf of Thailand as part of their PWRI strategy. Fracturing
was only the front-end of the problem. Aquifer storage capacity and over-pressuring were issues
that would arise later. The question was “How many disposal wells would be needed and where
should they be drilled?” It was clear they should not be placed in areas containing low Nres / G
reservoir ratios — lots of storage capacity would be needed. But how low was too low?
Numerical modeling was used to consider that question, starting with the two CDFs shown in
Fig. 3-5, prepared using interpreted log data available at ½-foot intervals in two Gulf of Thailand
wells. The term Samples appears in this display. A Sample refers to a log-interval of an aquifer
sequence that is 18 feet in true vertical thickness (in this example), within which the net is
defined as any data point having a porosity greater than 15%. In this case, the chosen cutoff
porosity correlates to an absolute liquid permeability of ~ 1-½ md. The area under each CDF
curve divided by 100 can be used to express one Nres / G number for each distribution: ~ 0.24
for one distribution and ~ 0.44 for the other.Fig. 3-6 shows the trajectory of a deviated injection
well as it penetrates an aquifer sequence characterized by the Nres / G ratio of 0.24. The vertical
scale is exaggerated in this cross-sectional display of a 3D grid system. The grid has been
populated with Nres / G ratio by randomly sampling the CDF. The black cells have a Nres / G of
zero and the dark blue cells have a Nres / G near zero. There is a lot of disconnected aquifer
pore volume in a system having a Nres / G ratio of only 0.24. Fig. 3-7 shows the same well and



grid system populated by randomly sampling the better Nres / G function of 0.44. In this case,
the same color legend shows there is little disconnected pore volume. Figs. 3-8 and 3-9 show
the disposal rates and volumes achievable with the injection well penetrating good and poor
Nres / G regions of the aquifer sequence, respectively. A Nres / G ratio of 0.44 is shown to be
capable of providing sufficient connectivity for good disposal well performance, whereas a
Nres / G ratio of 0.24 is shown to be capable of providing only poor performance. On the basis of
these simple numerical experiments, the answer to the question, “How low is too low”? seems to
fall in the range of 0.3 ≤ Nres / G ≤ 0.35. There is quite a variation of Nres / G ratio in the aquifer
sequences penetrated by the various wells in the Benchamas field (Figs. 3-10 and 3-11). Based
on its Nres / G ratio, an area was either dropped from consideration for aquifer disposal or
retained for further evaluation.Akshay Sani was serving as an Operations Engineering section
head at Chevron during my contract in Bangkok. As a PhD petroleum engineering graduate of
Stanford University, Akshay knew that percolation theory had nothing to do with agricultural
engineering. He was familiar with it as a part of statistical physics and mathematics, knowing that
percolation theory deals with fluid flow (or any other similar process) in random media. During
presentation of my results, it was clarifying to hear Akshay say that I had numerically been
looking for what is called the percolation threshold, or the minimum value of Nres / G ratio
needed for connectivity. And it was encouraging to hear that my results were in line with the
known theoretical percolation threshold for the type of system under evaluation. That was a
eureka moment for me! When home on break, I ordered the book Introduction to Percolation
Theory (Stauffer and Aharony 1994) and began reading parts of it I could understand. I recall
sitting in a doctor’s office, reading while waiting my turn and trusting that other patients would
think they were sharing space with a real scientist or mathematician.I went on to use CDFs in all
later modeling projects — and for nearly two decades overall — until the end of my career in
2015. Early in each project I would grab the always available, interpreted log data (LAS) and
generate CDFs of Nres / G ratio and POR(n) (Appendixes A and B) using an Excel™ add-in
program. These would be randomly sampled to populate all future reservoir models with
properties, using a type of Monte Carlo modeling approach (Chapter 4). There was no need to
make the reservoir modeling process any more complex.3-7 Good wells and bad wellsWell
performance is difficult to predict in the Benchamas field in the Gulf of Thailand, where oil is
found in Miocene fluvial and deltaic sandstones that are thin, discontinuous and inter-bedded
with shale and coal. Before leaving the contract with Chevron, I had the chance to build CDFs for
a number of wells, using net reservoir cutoffs of 12% porosity and Vsh = 0.35 (Table 3-1). The
goal was to identify candidates in need of remedial work or improved artificial lift. I recall that
very different ESP performance was observed in wells BWG-03 and BWG-06. It was not
surprising that the Nres / G curves were very different for these wells. One was typical of a poor
well, whereas the other was typical of a good well (Fig. 3-12), suggesting that a difference in
sand connectivity may partly explain the very different response to improved artificial lift.The
supposed metric was tested further by looking at its relationship to oil recovery. Poor wells with



projected ultimate recoveries of ~ 200,000 STBO were found to plot with lower Nres / G ratios
than good wells expected to ultimately recover ~ 1,000,000 STBO (Fig. 3-13). Fig. 3-14 shows a
series of CDFs for the porosity of the net-reservoir. The “orange” curves are those for the good
wells, the “blue-green” curves are those for the poor wells. The display shows that differences in
porosity alone do not explain the difference between good and poor wells. Just the preparation
of CDFs provided a kind of pattern recognition to help understand what makes a good well good
and a bad well bad. Perhaps the CDF of Nres / G ratio really can be used as a diagnostic tool!
FieldCountryOwner /Operator/EvaluatorRock TypeMajorDiagenetic ProcessNres / GReservoir
RatioNet Reservoir CutoffsAb TemurIranNational Iranian Oil CompanyShelfCarbonateMeteoric
Diagenesis / DolomitizationNres / G ~ 0.85 in Upper UnitNres / G ~ 0.75 in Lower UnitPOR(n) ≤
0.05BakrolIndiaSelan Exploration CompanySiltstoneDissolution of Siderite Cement0.4 < Nres /
G < 1.0POR(n) ≤ 0.12BenchamasGulf of ThailandChevron Offshore (Thailand) LtdFluvial /
DeltaicSandstoneDissolution of Feldspar w/ Depth and Formation of Clays0.2 < Nres / G<
0.7POR(n) ≤ 0.12Vsh ≥ 0.35Bu HasaUnited Arab EmiratesADCOShelf CarbonateMeteoric-
Water DiagenesisNres / G ~ 0.8 in G UnitNres / G ~ 0.98 in H Unit ≥ 2.42HalfdanDanish Sector
North SeaMaerskOil and GasChalkBioturbation and Compaction0.4 < Nres / G < 0.95POR(n) ≤
0.25Vsh > 0.25Johan SverdrupOffshore NorwayMaersk Oil and GasSandstoneDissolution of
Feldspar / Illite Replace -mentNres / G ~ 1.0 in Draupne 0.4 < Nres / G < 0.9 in VestlandPOR(n)
≤ 0.15JufeyrIranNational Iranian Oil CompanyShelfCarbonateMeteoric-Water Diagenesis /
DolomitizationNres / G ~ 0.85 in Upper UnitNres / G ~ 0.75 in Lower UnitPOR(n) ≤
0.05KrapivinskoyeRussiaEvaluation byDeminexSandstoneDissolution of Siderite Cement0.3 <
Nres / GNres / G < 0.6POR(n) ≤ 0.15Novy UrengoyRussiaWintershall AGSiltstone /
SandstoneSilica Dissolution / Pore Filling Chlorite0 < Nres / GNres / G < 1.0POR(n) ≤ 0.13k < 40
µDSasovskoyeRussiaEvaluation by DeminexReefDolomiteDolomitization0.3 < Nres / GNres / G
< 0.7POR(n) ≤ 0.15SoehlingenGermanyExxon Mobil CorporationSandstone
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Stuart L. Filler, “Thought provoking and excellent technical presentation. The book makes one
think about the data used in reservoir modeling. There are engineers, geologists, and managers
who seem to accept reservoir simulation output uncritically. This book should make them think
about the approach to understanding the results (a point raised by Aziz Odeh many years ago).”

The book by James Dietrich has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 3 people have provided feedback.
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